SAFETY & HEALTH EXPO

REALISE YOUR
POTENTIAL
WITH RRC
RRC are looking forward to the
Safety and Health Expo - let’s
hope we do not get another
monsoon this year. They have a
full team on stand R120, available
to answer any questions you may
have on RRC’s HSE training and
consultancy services.
For 2017, they have all NEW
online IOSH & IEMA courses being
launched at the show, with a
special show discount of 50%. And
to help with the impact of rising
inflation, RRC are offering 20% off
all other courses.

TRAKA LOCKS
INTO SAFETY &
HEALTH EXPO

Traka is attending the Safety &
Health Expo to showcase how
its latest intelligent key and
equipment management solutions
can enforce process and ensure
compliance to the highest health
and safety standards.
Specialists in intelligent key cabinets
and locker systems will demonstrate
on stand N200, how it can help
organisations fulfil health and
safety requirements and implement
superior management control, right
from pre-operational safety checks
through to loading management.

They will be selling the very
popular Health & Safety at Work
For Dummies - a collaboration
between RRC & the famous
‘Dummies’ publisher John Wiley
& Sons for just £10 or £15 for two.
They will also have daily prize
draws with chances to win Courses.
As with previous years, RRC will
have a full library of NEBOSH &
IOSH course materials so you can
visit the stand and see in depth
what is involved in studying for
these qualifications.

For those who cannot make the
show, they will be running a Virtual
Expo featuring news and videos
live from the exhibition, interviews
with the RRC on stand team including Gary, Kevin, Gareth,
Charlene and some surprise
guests, free download copies
of RRC’s Health and Safety Law
Step Notes and special exhibition
discounts on RRC Courses.
Gary Fallaize commented:
“Despite having spent seven
hours on the A13 due to last year’s
flooding, it was still a great show
and all at RRC are really looking
forward to meeting our students
and customers at the show again
this year”.
www.rrc.co.uk

variety of equipment, including
PDAs and scanners, alongside
expensive radio equipment to
present accountability, efficiency and
significant cost savings.

also show how it can create a more
efficient business operation, with
full audit capability to ensure staff at
every level remain accountable and
traceable at all times.”

Steve Bumphrey, Sales Director
at Traka said: “Visitors to this
show understand the need for an
increased degree of competence
when it comes to Health and Safety,
at every level of running a business,
alongside the increasingly severe
implications for non-compliance.

Traka provides intelligent key
management and equipment
management access control to
better protect important assets resulting in improved efficiency,
reduced downtime, less damage,
fewer losses, lower operating costs
and significantly less administration.

“Our ambition on stand N200 is to
demonstrate how key and equipment
management is not only essential
to achieve these requirements, but

Visit Traka’s stand N200 at Safety &
Health Expo
www.traka.com

Fault reporting, integrated alcohol
testing and machine start controlled
access to fork truck and fleet
management, making sure only
qualified staff can operate, are just
some of the processes available
where Traka can help to keep audit
control using the latest intelligent
key management.
Traka will also be available to
discuss tailored customer solutions
when required to secure a wide
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www.tomorrowshs.com

